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M ARIA FRANCA BRICATI' ·, ANTONIO ROSSI · 

MI NERALOGICAL AND PETROLOGICAL CONTRIBUTION 
TO THE STUDY OF THE FALCONARA BASIN" 

RIASSUNTO. - t stata studiata la serie stratigrafica di Falconara (Caltanissetta . Sicilia ) 
con metodologie mineralogico--petrologiche e con successiva e1aborazione dei dati ottenuti con 
analisi statistiea (Q-mode). I risultati permettono di separare la serie in due pani nenamente 
distinte ehe corrisponderebbero a sedimenti tortoniani (unita interiore) e messiniani (unita 
superiore). I.e stesse conclusioni sono state sullragate anche dai dati geo-micro-paleontologici 
ottenuti per gli slessi campioni cd in fase di pubblicazione. 

ABSTRACT. - The sedimentary Falconau section, south of M. Cantigaglione, about 3.5 km 
from Castello di Falconara in the south of Sicily, are here considered. All the samples were 
analyzed by X.ray, DTG, ehemical and granulometric methods. The data were afterwards analyzed 
by Q.mode multivariate analysis. 

The results are as follows: the day minerals and feldspars are constantly present in low 
percentages, the percentage of quartz is constant in all the samples (2.5 % - 30 % ), gypsum is 
sporadic and is linked to a secondary genesis. The more important variability is in the percentage 
of calcite (10 % ·4.5 %) and dolomite (0 % -.50 %): the former appears dominant at the bottom, 
while the latter becomes dominant in the upper part. Useful indications about Ihe definition 
of the stratigraphic limit b::tween Tortonian and Messinian age are found . 

Introduction 

AU samples of Falconara stratigraphic section were analysed by X-ray, OT A, 
chemical and granulometric methods, in order to define the mineralogical and 
petrological composition and possible correlations among data . The data obtained 
were then analysed by multivariate factor analysis. 

Mineralogical composilion 

Quantitative and qualitative mineralogical analysis were carried out «tout 
venant .. and fractions, defined by granulometric metnods. The fraction < 4 (J.m 
were used in order to define tne clay minerals. 

Tne q uantitative analysis ca rried out on quartz (CIPRIANI, 1958; RUNNELLS, 
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1970), calcite and dolomite (CIPRIA N I, 1958, 1961; ROYSE ct OIL, 1971) and gypsum 
(BRICATTI et al., in press). The feldspars were not defined bttause precise quanti
tative data were unobtainable: the quantity was insufficient. 

Sample 45 separates the stratigraphic section into two (fig. 1): within each onc 
the distribution of minerals is quite uniform. H owever th," silicate minerals decrease 
progressively from the lower to the higher section. Gypsum, usually poor, is 
absent in the higher section; this mineral, never primary, is always in veins 
fre<Jucntly ~qx:ndicular to the direction of the layers. Carbonates appear in 

f ig. l. - Hi~["ir~m of the qll~ntitalivc determination of quartz, calCIte, dolomite and lCyp.um. 

a typical distribution: calcite is prevalent in the lower section while dolomite 
IS much more prevalent in me higher section. It is observed thoU when calcite 
predomin:ltes, dolomite is very little and vicevcrsa. 

Granulometric analytl itl ami ditl tribution of the l)rilicipaJ minerab 
in the fractiontl 

Regarding grain size analysis, the stratigraphic section is quite uniform, only 
in the higher levels is it possible to nOle the prevalence of me intermediate 
fraction. Silt is usually prevalelll; in sa mple 38 only a few big crystals (0 = 05-1 cm) 
of authigenic gypsum are present. In the higher section, ~" 'ld is almost absent while 
clay fraction decreases. From the data obuined it could be pointed out that the 
basin was characterized by an environment of a calm sea, without a coorse grain 
sedimentation (fig. 2). 

T he regular distribution of minerals in a specific fraction has permitted the 
characterization of tbe paragenesis of three fractions considered. 
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In silt, quartz is very abundant, calcite diminishes while dolomite progres
sively increases, probably originating from normal precipitation. The feldspa rs, when 
present is a liule quantity, are concentrated preferably in this fraction . T he clay 
minerals obviously are concentrated in the clay fraction, while all the other minerals 
are scarce. 

The sand appears to be made up of a predominance of calcite, whose onglll, 
due to bioprecipitation, is confirmed by the large quantity of microfossils. In the 
sand, there is little quartz and dolomite is almost absent. 

6D 
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211 25 
SIMPLE 

55 !IIIt61 • 
Fig. 2. - Hi~togram of the grain·sil.e c.nmpo~i(ion of the wiiments. Sand: III > 0.062 mm (verticall)·. 
·ruln! field): silt: III from 0.062 mm to 0.004 mm (white field ); ,by: III < 0.004 mm (horizon· 
tally.ruled field). 

Chemical composition 

Also the chemical data reported in table 1 confirm that the series can be 
separated into two well distinct parts. 

The oxides defined show evidence of a clear variation of chemistry in the 
samples below level 4S from those over it. 

The data would indicate, for the higher part of the series, a sudden rapid 
cha nge of the environmental conditions of sedimentation in which a sediment 
with a high content of MgO is above all deposited. 

Only CaO is present in all the series in a notably constam percentage. From 
the complete examination of the observations and the connected data it appears 
evident that dolomite, mineral to which MgO is completely connected, is of 
normal precipitation, the environmental conditions of the basin seem to be clear, 
where the materials of the upper levels were deposited were more favo urable 
for a chemical precipitation rather than fo r a clastic sedimentation. In comparation, 
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Chemical composition of til e Falconara samples 
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then, from the data from table I and fig. I , it should be remembered that in sample 
55 the notable difference between percentage of $i02 and the content of quartz 
is explained by observing the natural material opportunely prepared, using, the 
microscope (glass·amorphous phases). 

The high percentage of MnO III n. 17 sa mple with respect to the general 
average of the series, is connected to the probable presence of oxides and hydroxides 
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of this element, not resolvable by X.ray methods. A possible connection of MnO 
with corresponding carbonate was not found with certainty, on the basis of the 
experimental methods used. 

Q.l\Iode multivariate analysis 

The statistical approach for grouping 
and discriminating the samples studied NG 

is the Q-modc multivariate analysis. This 
method, used in geologic:al studies for 
the first time by h..tBRJE and PURDY (1962), 2 

has been largely reported in numcrom 3 
studies of statistical mathematics (HAR- 4 

MAN, 1970; D AV IS, 1973; SHAW and , 
H ARMAN, 1975). 

6 
With this method it is possible to 

explain some facto rs, amongst wh ich a 7 

percentage of the total variance, specific 8 
to a determined group of samples. 

T.~BLE 2 
Eigenv(lllleJ 

Eigenvalue Cum . Var . 

52 . 836250 92.70 

1. 620559 95.54 

. 743088 96.84 

. 447220 97 . 63 

. 309368 98.17 

. 265917 98.64 

.189914 98.97 

. 156167 99.24 

In the present case eight eigenvalues (table 3) are extracted with a cumulative 
variance of 9970 and three of those were retained for rotation (table 3). F 1, F2, 
F3 are theoretical factors because no sample has a composition like theirs, and the 
communality, generally 0.9, for two samples only is between 0.8-0.9. 

Besides the normal reciprocal plots (fig. 3) obtai ned from ort hogonal factors, 
it is also possible to plot all samples in a triangular diagram (fig. 4), on which 
the three main factors are shown on the apexes. They were obtained after slight 
rotation from the original orthogonality and after carrying over [Q 100 : in such 
a way that the weight of each factor of the cumulative variance is explainable 
and comparable with greater ease. 

The same method of statistical analysis was used also considering as va riables 
the quantitative percentage of some minerals of fig . 1 besides the oxides. The new 
discrimination was even more marked and used to better interpret the position 
of some samples that in the first diagram seemed to bt' located in a disorderly 
fas hion . 

Interpretation 

In the diagrams of figs . 3 and 4 two clusters [hat come together are created: 
In one, the samples 1-44, in the other, the rest of the series up to the level 61. 

The high number of variables used as discriminants makes the interpretation 
of the geochemical significance of the distribution and of the clusters determined 
III the various diagrams rather difficult. An explanation can be tried by 
examining the significance of the various factors, on the basis of which the various 
plots are m3de. 
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TABLE 3 
Vanmax jactor fCMe matrix 

VM. ,. , ,., ,., 
Si02- .10118 . 081 .301 

TiO , .394 . 01 4 .088 

'-\)2°3 .366 . 065 . 056 

Feo
l

0
3 

.309 . 006 .172 

""' .<>1, .09' -.007 

.g<> _ . 191 . 578 -.118 

CoO - . 003 .397 .306 

Wa
2

0 . 421 -.076 .162 

',' . 316 -.041 .127 

P 20
5 

.157 .173 .129 

• ',' .420 .299 -.250 

" -.002 .111 -.020 

•• .07' .<>1, .037 

CO, -.137 .572 .177 

00, -.227 -. '45 .779 

Variance 50.169 31 . 762 '4.911 

Cwn . Var • 50 . ' 69 81 . 931 96 . 642 

On factor 1 the variables that have 
a greater influence are, in order of 
decreasing importance: H!!D·, Cao, 
Ti02, Na:tO. AbOs, Fe,:Ch, CO2, SiD:! 
and P20~ (table 3). On the basis of the 
already determill(:d mineralogical com
position, the notable importance on this 

factor of c.,O and C02 variables is due to the presence of a high percentage of 
calcite, while the remaini ng oxides are probably subordi nate to a slight q uantity 
of silicate minerals, mainly of a clayey naLUre. T he samples under 44 concentrated 
in the cluster characterised by higher indices than facto r 1 are in the diagrams. 

On factor 2 the more imponant variables are: MgO, C02, CaO. Na20 (nega
tive). The nature of such oxide indicates that, amongst the discrimin:lting minerals, 
calcite is substituted by dolomite, lx:coming the more indicative mi neralogical 
component of the grouping. 

FacLOr 3 shows the signs of the discrimi nating importance of S03, H 20' 
(negative) and Cao, the last, lx:i ng less important than the others. Factor 3 reveals 
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a siighter discrimination than the other tWO, distribUlillg the samples almost 
without idemification. The scarce importance of this factor is above all due to the 
irrdevant presence of S03, linked to gypsu m and hardly ever partners determinable 
or significative quantities. 

}-;g. -I. - Triangular plot rdatlve la Ille Ihr~ 
main bClau (F.1. F_2 and 1-".3) after rOlat;an frClfTl 
the .... i):;nal anhaganality and norrnali:r.ation. 

On the basis of the various factors, 
an interpretation of the groupings that 
part the diagrams (fig. 3) and the 
geochemical significance of the discri
mination can be attempted. 

In plot F.l, F2 (fig. 3) which is 
more indicative and on which, besides 
the two clusters, a dear trend of varia· 
bility is seen, the- posit ion of the clusters 
indicates that for the samples characte
rized by a high value on a factor, low 
indices correspond for the other. Such 
behaviour connected to the natural che
mistry of the variables which inAuence 
the two discriminating factors, allows the 
identification of notable quantities of cal· 
cite,-as discriminating mi nerals, in the se
diments of the lower part of Ihe series. 

The second cluster in the upper part of the series is defined by higher 
values in F.2 and it joins those samples in which dolomite, progressively but in 
an evident way, becomes the most imponant mineral. In Fol, F1 diagram 
the position of the latter duster also probably shows signs of the decreasing amount, 
in the samples, of the clay minerals. This reduction is chemically confirmed by 
the lower percentage of Na20, K20, AI2o.1 and SiO~, and consequendy by the 
minor discriminating weight on fac tor 2 of the variables corresponding to 
these oxides. 

The position of some samples, outside the two princip.11 dusters is explained 
by an uncertain variability of the amount of some oxides wit h respect to the 
average values specific to the samples contained in the clusters. 

A confirmation of the interpretation of F.l, F.2 diagram is given by a [fend 
along which nea rly all the :malysed samples arc distributed. In fact, to the extremity 
of the trend, towards the higher indices of factor 2 the samples with a more 
progressive and higher content of dolomite are positioned, while with increases 
of the other factor the samples containing a larger quantity of calcite and day 
minerals are defined_ 

On the other diagrams, F.1, F3 and F3, Fol (fig. 3) gi~n the sca rce discri
minating incidence of factor 3. the two dusters widen, and no variability trend 
IS recognisable. 

On these piau; only the samples. which in diagram F.1 are separated from 
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the principal dusters, arc characterizc=d by the higher indices on factor 3. Such 
samples in every series have a higher COnlc=m of gypsum. 

Rega rd ing the triangular diagram of fig. 4, the weight of the variables which 
inAucnces the three f:lctors is distribUlcd in a slightly difTerent W:lY, due to thei r 
small rotation with respect to the origi nal orthogonality and after carrying over 
to 100. The effects of such operations condition, in particular, factor 1, from which a 
movement towards the other two comes about due to the discriminating inAuencc of 
some variables such as SiO~, Cao and CO:!. On this diagram the efleets of the 
different distribution of the weight of some discriminants tire irrelevant: the two 
clusters. evident in the reciprocal plots of fig. 3 maintain not only thei r own indi
viduality but the same position above all in comparison with facto rs 1 and 2, th~ 
samples for the most p .. Ut joined to factor 3 also have a simi lar behaviou r and, 
similary. the variation trend identified on plot F.l, F2 is recognisable. 

The~ similarities could indicate a limited discriminating importance on facto r 
1 of the 5i02 variable and probably, of the scarce silicate minerals of the clay type 
which would be con nected to it. 

Such hypothesis would implicate that at least one part of the principal 
oxides which inAucnce factor 1 would not be linked to si licate minera ls or to 
others with crystaline structures, identifiable with normal difTractometric methods. 
It would nevenheless deal with quantity, variable but always scarce, of oxides and 
hydroxides prcs<:nt under colloidal form which would be sedimented either during 
the normal cycle of deposition or it would be connected to the phenomena of 
percolation with cementing, during the diagenesis process. 

Furthermore, on the triangular diagram, the almost tota l placing on factor 2 
of the weight of the variables MgO, Cao and C02 concentrates the discriminating 
action on only one parameter due to the principal carbonates, contrary to what 
happens on the reciprocal plots. on which the same discrimination is subordinate 
to faclor 1 and 2. 

Mineralog ical-pe trolog ical con8iderationll 

Up to the p~sent, exact st ratigraphic dating and defining on the basis of 
only one mineralogical-petrological composition of a material, has been very rarely 
reached, in particular when this is presented under the form of sediment with 
grain sizes prevenlly fine and scarsely cemented. 

On the samples of the Falconara series it is attempted, simultaneously-examining 
micropaleontological data to recognise eventual discriminating elements thal could 
supply valid indications about the definition of the st ratigraphic passage from lhe 
Tortonian to the Messinian age_ 

On the basis of the mineralogical-pet rological composition it was possible to 

subdivide the series exami ned into two wel1 distinct pa rts, which would correspond 
to the Miocene intervals. 

For the first, the sample that in st ratigraphica l succession would be sel apa rt, 
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always contains the higher percentage of calcite, while in the Messinian age it 
would have a progressive and sudden substitution of the calcite from dolomite. 
All the minerals of the silica present a variable quantitative distribution in the 
two recognised stratigraphical units. 

Gypsum is not revealed as a discriminating component as it is present in irre
gular intervals and always in a poor percentage. Its irrelevant importance is also 
connected to its non-primary genesis. 

It is nevertheless emphasised that above considerations, which perfectly agree 
with the conclusions of a micropaleontological character, to the present state of the 
studies, are valid only for the Falconara section. 

It is not possible to generalise the mineralogical-petrological observations 
with sediments in other zones, even if for some, above all Emilian, partially known 
data, do [lot contrast with the specific conclusion of ~he study of the Falconara 
series. It would be suitable to apply the methods used here, to other stratigraphical 
series, where it may be possible to generalise to other areas the conclusion given 
for the Falconara series . 

It should also be emphasised that the data regarding the distribution of the 
clay minerals in Falconara, are not in great accorda nce with those indicated 
by CHAMLEY, 1976. This Author, for whom there exists, in Sicily, a dillerence in 
the paragenesis of the Tortonian and Messinian clays, distinguishi ng the two 
periods on the basis of minor content of the smectite on the older sedi ments in 
comparison with the stratigraphically more recent illite, chlorite, kaolinite and 
auapulgite, in order of importance. 

At Falconara the distribution of these minerals undergoes a notable variation 
because, besides showing an evident tendency to disappear towards the high part 
of the series they are never formed as principal phillosilicates from smectite and 
attapulgite while quantitatively kaolinite and illite are almost always predominant . 

This paragenetic disagreement could be attributed to the non-identity of the 
series studied or to the nongeneralising homogenity of the mineralogical composition 
for materials bclonging to the same geological period and deposited in basin or in 
zones of the same basin, even if not excessively distant from each other. 
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